What is a smart home?

A smart home is an innovative house connected to the Internet of Things (IoT), which refers to a system of connected devices that collect and exchange data. These devices can be controlled through a hub or central device, allowing homeowners to manage their energy consumption, control temperature, and monitor security from anywhere, anytime.

Features to look for:

- **Connected**: Home appliances connected through a central hub
- **Purifying**: Air purifiers that remove allergens and pollutants
- **Sustainable**: Energy-efficient products and renewable energy sources

LG offers integrated, connected home solutions designed to satisfy and exceed all the needs of your home from heating and cooling to purification and efficiency control.

LG smart home devices are highly connected, allowing you to control home conditions, security, and appliances from anywhere.

LG smart home technology is expected to grow to 86% by 2025. Among the most prominent connected home devices is the smart refrigerator, which is projected to reach the $138.9 billion market by 2025.

LGTHINK™

LG has made a commitment to making products smarter and more efficient for the home. LG is at the forefront of delivering cleaner and innovative products while connecting them all together through LG’s total home ecosystem.

LG RED°

Our line of extreme products, LGRED° has you covered at both ends of the spectrum. From LGRED° with a remote start, up to 118° F for cooling and 15° F for freezing, to LGRED° (Reliable to Extreme Degrees) for cooling in areas that would have previously been thought of as impossible for electrification.

LG is proud to offer asthma & allergy friendly® Certified air purifiers that remove over 90% of airborne allergens. A unique purification method promotes 360 degrees of clean air delivery, including areas low to the ground where infants and toddlers can reap the rewards.

LG FUTURE IS HERE

More than ever technology is shaping the way we live our lives, empowering our choices, shaping our decisions and maximizing our opportunities. LG is at the forefront of complete home connectivity, powering our choices, shaping our decisions and maximizing our opportunities. LG is at the forefront of complete home connectivity, powering our choices, shaping our decisions and maximizing our opportunities.

LGTHINK™

LG helps make the world smarter. LG is one of the world’s leading consumer electronics companies and a leader in smart appliances, TV, air conditioning, and mobile phones. From solar panels and energy storage systems to automotive charging technologies, LG intends to be at the forefront of delivering cleaner and innovative products while connecting them all together through LG’s total home ecosystem.

LG aerial view of a smart home with various devices and features connected through a central hub.

LG offers integrated, connected home solutions designed to satisfy and exceed all the needs of your home from heating and cooling to purification and efficiency control.